This guide lists books available in the Meriam Library. For Internet resources see Scholarships, Fellowships, Grants and Loans - Websites http://www.csuchico.edu/lref/guides/misc/scholarship.html

Undergraduate Scholarships and Loans

Chronicle Financial Aid Guide ................................................................. ref LB 2337.4 C47
College Blue Book: scholarships, fellowships, grants and loans .......... ref LA 226 C658 v. 4
College Money Handbook ................................................................. ref LB 2337.2 P39
College Student's Guide to Merit and No Need Funding ................. ref LB 2337.2 C64
How to Find a Scholarship Online ......................................................... ref LB 2337.2 T881
Scholarship Advisor (Princeton Review) ........................................ ref LB 2338 V88
Scholarship Book: the Comprehensive Guide to Private Sector
  Scholarships, Grants, and Loans for Undergraduates ................. ref LB 2338 F4
Scholarships, Grants and Prizes ......................................................... ref LB2337 P4

Graduate and Faculty Funding Sources

Annual Register of Grant Support ............................................................... ref AS 911 A2 A67
Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance ................................................. ref HC 110 P63 U53a
Directory of Research Grants ............................................................... ref LB 2338 D58
Foundation Directory ........................................................................ ref AS 911 A2 F654
Graduate School Funding Handbook .................................................. ref LB 2371.4 H35
Smithsonian Opportunities ... in history, art, science ......................... ref Q 11 S83

Special Categories (funding for minorities, women, specific fields)

  Athletics
Athletic Scholarships: Thousands of Grants ......................................... ref GV 583 G73
Peterson's Sports Scholarships ............................................................... ref GV 583 P48

  Computer Science & Engineering
CSU Chico, Mathematics, Engineering, Science Achievement Program (MESA)
http://www.ecst.csuchico.edu/5MESA.html

  Disabled
Financial Aid for the Disabled and their Families ................................. ref LB 2337.2 F5

  International Study
Financial Aid for Research and Creative Activities Abroad ................ ref LB 2337.2 F574
Study Abroad (Peterson’s) ................................................................. ref LB 2376 2002
Study Abroad (UNESCO) ................................................................. ref LB 2338 S86 2004/05

  K-12 Education
Funding Sources for K-12 Education ....................................................... ref LC 243 A1 F85
Teacher's Guide to Winning Grants ................................................... main LC 243 A1 B37

  Math and Science
CSU Chico, Mathematics, Engineering, Science Achievement Program (MESA)
http://www.ecst.csuchico.edu/5MESA.html
**Medicine/Nursing**
Grant Writing Tips for Nurses and Other Health Professionals ............................................ main RT 73 K46

**Minorities**
Annual Register of Grant Support | includes grants for specific ethnic groups ............ ref AS 911 A2 A67
Directory of Financial Aids for African Americans (1999/01) ............................................ ref LB 2338 F5643
Directory of Financial Aids for Asian Americans (1999/01) ................................................ ref LB 2338 F5643
Directory of Financial Aids for Hispanic Americans (1999/01) ........................................... ref LB 2338 F5645
Directory of Financial Aids for Native Americans (1999/01) ............................................. ref LB 2338 F5646
National Directory of Scholarships, internships & fellowships for Latino Youth ...... ref LB 2338 D57

**Nonprofit Organizations**
Fundraising for sport and recreation.................................................................................. main GV 716 S73
Fundraising on the Internet ................................................................................................. main HV 41.2 F87
Storytelling for grant seekers...nonprofit fundraising ....................................................... main HV 41.2 C53

**Sports**
Petersons Sports Scholarships and College Athletic Programs........................................... ref GV 583 P39

**Veterans**
Financial Aid for Veterans, Military Personnel & Their Dependents............................... ref UB 403 F47

**Women**
Directory of Financial Aids for Women.............................................................................. ref LB 2338 D564

**Financial Aid Advice and Grant Writing Guides**
Don't Miss Out: ambitious student's guide to financial aid............................................. ref LB 2337.4 D65
From Idea to Funded Project ............................................................................................. ref LB 2336 B42
Foundation Center's Guide to Proposal Writing ............................................................... ref HG 177.5 U6 F44
Graduate School Funding Handbook .............................................................................. ref LB 2371.4 H35
Grant Writing for Dummies .............................................................................................. main HG 177.5 U6 B76
Grant writing for Nurses and other Health Professionals .............................................. main RT 73 K46 2001
The "How to" Grants Manual ......................................................................................... ref HG 177 B38
Winning Grants Step by Step ......................................................................................... ref HG 177 C374

**Searching for Additional Information**
For books use the ReSEARCH Station to search the Library Catalog or Pharos, the CSU Catalog.
Search by Keyword Anywhere, for example: "humanities and scholarships." Or select Subject Keyword and enter words like: student aid; graduate students scholarships; proposal writing; humanities research grants, etc.

For Journal articles use a multidisciplinary index like Academic Search or Ingenta or an index that targets your particular discipline, for example: ABI/Inform for Business, PsycInfo for Psychology, Science Direct for the sciences.

Try the Internet. See Scholarships, Fellowships, Grants and Loans – Websites for a list of websites.